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I. Introduction
This study was commissioned by the Arizona Governor’s 
Office of Highway Safety (GOHS) as part of the State and 
Community Highway Safety Grant Program. The purpose 
of this study was to determine the 2018 statewide seat 
belt use rate. In addition, this research also collected data 
on drivers’ use of hand-held cell phones.

The information reported here is based on a random 
probability sample of road segments in Arizona. 
The survey design is one that was first used in 2013, 
developed in response to NHTSA’s updated 23 CFR Part 
1340 Uniform Criteria for State Observational Surveys of 
Seat Belt Use (Federal Register Vol. 76 No. 63, 
April 1, 2011, pp. 18042-18059). For the 2018 
survey NHTSA required a resample of the sites using 
methodology from the original design. The design 
includes 140 observation sites in the eight counties 
with the largest numbers of passenger vehicle occupant 
fatalities between 2010 and 2014, distributed across five 
roadway functional strata. For a detailed description of 
the development of the observational survey design, see 
the Methodology Overview section and Appendix D of 
this report or Seat Belt Use Estimate for Arizona, 
May 10, 2012, AZ Governor’s Office of Highway Safety 

and Preusser Research Group (plan approved by 
NHTSA June 21, 2012). 

Each of the site observations lasted for 60 minutes 
and was conducted during daytime hours. All of 
the observations for this project were conducted 
by Preusser Research Group, Inc., recruited by the 
Behavior Research Center, Inc., during November 
and early December 2018.

This report includes a summary of all relevant data 
and findings from the 2018 observational survey. 
Prior to this final report, a spreadsheet containing 
all raw data, all weighted  tallies summarized 
here, and a submission form which allowed the 
Governor’s Office of Highway Safety to report the 
2018 statewide belt use rate to NHTSA as required. 
Should the GOHS require additional data retrieval 
or interpretation, we are prepared to provide such 
input.

The results have been reviewed by the named 
Survey Statistician, William A. Leaf, Ph.D., and 
found to satisfy NHTSA’s requirements.
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II. Summary of Findings
Data collection occurred in November 2018. Across the 140 sites, belt use was observed for 20,838 passenger vehicle 
drivers (along with their use of hand-held cell phones) and 4,682 of their passengers. 

Statewide seat belt use was 85.9 percent, a decrease of 0.2 percentage points from 2017. The difference was not 
statistically significant. The standard error of measurement was calculated to be 1.556 percent, with a 95 percent belt 
use confidence interval of 82.8 percent to 88.9 percent. Belt use was unknown for just 0.01 percent of all drivers and 
passengers.

Results are compared with previous years in Table 1. The 2018 seat belt use rate of 85.9 percent represented a 
decrease of 0.2 percentage points from 2017. Driver belt use is just 2.4 percentage points lower than passenger belt 
use, which is the decline in the use rate among drivers in recent years. 

TABLE 1
Overall Use of  

Safety Devices
by Year



In addition to the values shown in Table 1, Figure 1 provides a breakdown by type of vehicle. Observations 
were made on 7,694 cars, 4,868 pickup trucks, 6,907 SUVs, and 1,369 vans. Occupants of pickup trucks are 
least likely to use seat belts (81.0 percent), with other vehicle types more likely: passenger car occupants 
(90.0 percent), SUV occupants (92.7 percent), and van occupants (92.2 percent).

Note that vehicles observed are passenger vehicles or passenger-like vehicles, including commercial or 
government vehicles as long as they meet the physical category requirements of cars, pickup trucks, SUVs, 
and vans (including minivans).

FIGURE 1
Overall 

Seat Belt
Use Rate,

2018
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The next two figures show distinctions across the studied counties. There were 1,307 known-use belt use 
observations in Cochise County, 1,800 in Coconino County, 5,418 in Maricopa County, 1,717 in Mohave County, 
1,847 in Navajo County, 3,422 in Pima County, 2,536 in Pinal County, and 2,791 in Yavapai County.

In Figure 3, counties are ordered by descending seat belt use rates. Belt use was highest in Pima County and 
lowest in Cochise, followed by Maricopa and Mohave. Pima County, the second largest, had belt use rates higher 
than the statewide rate.
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FIGURE 2
Seat Belt

Use Across 
Roadway

Types,
2018

FIGURE 3
Seat Belt

Use by
County,

2018
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This study design allocated observation sites across roadway functional classes. Known belt use was coded 
for 3,808 occupants on interstates/expressways, 7,676 on other primary arterials, 5,827 on minor arterials, 
2,602 on collectors, and 925 on local roads. Belt use values by roadway type are shown in Figure 2. Belt use 
is generally consistent across roadway types, ranging from 87.4 percent on collectors to 89.5 percent on local 
roads and 91.3 percent on other primary arterials. 
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Starting in 2017, driver and passenger gender was coded for the first time. Overall, female occupants 
were more often belted (92.5 percent) than male (84.9 percent). This difference was consistent for drivers 
(92.5 percent vs. 85.3 percent) and for passengers (92.4 percent vs. 82.0 percent). By gender and vehicle 
type, highest belt use was seen for female drivers of vans (94.7 percent) and lowest for male passengers in 
pickup trucks (77.5 percent).

Governor’s Office of Highway Safety        

FIGURE 4
Hand-Held Cell 

Phone Use by 
Drivers Across 

County,
2018

Hand-held cell phone use was coded 
for 988 drivers in Cochise County, 1,374 
in Coconino County, 4,540 in Maricopa 
County, 1,126 in Mohave County, 1,435 
in Navajo County, 2,683 in Pima County, 
1,813 in Pinal County, and 2,197 in Yavapai 
County. 

In Figure 4, counties are ordered by 
descending hand-held cell phone use rates 
and average use rate in the state of Arizona. 
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Hand-held cell phone use, by 6.2 percent of drivers in the 
state of Arizona, was relatively low, similar to 2014 after higher use rates in 
2015 and 2016. Cell phone use was highest in Coconino County (9.2 percent) and 
Yavapai County (8.8 percent). Cell phone use was lowest in Cochise (1.1 percent) and Pinal County (2.9 percent). Among 
the county-by-county cell phone use rates, there is little consistency from year to year; a county that has a high cell 
phone use one-year can have a middle or low rate the next.



III. Methodology
Overview
The current study design was developed to meet NHTSA’s 
2011 updates to the 23 CFR Part 1340 Uniform Criteria 
for State Observational Surveys of Seat Belt Use (Federal 
Register Vol. 76 No. 63, April 1, 2011, pp. 18042-18059). 
Design development proceeded in five steps:
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1.  Eight counties were selected for observations 
     from Arizona’s 15 counties such that their 
     passenger vehicle occupant fatalities totaled 
     more than 85 percent of the State’s total      
     passenger vehicle occupant  fatalities in 
     2006-2010. The selected counties were, in 
     order of occupant fatalities:    Maricopa, Pima, 
     Pinal, Yavapai, Coconino, Mojave, Navajo, and Cochise.      

2.  Roads were grouped into five strata by combining related functional use classes within each county. 
      The five strata are Interstate or Freeway, Other Principal Arterials, Minor Arterials, Collectors, and Local 
      Roads. Numbers of measurement sites were allocated as evenly as possible across the roadway strata 
      in each county. More measurement sites were allocated in Maricopa and Pima counties, which have 
      much more traffic and passenger vehicle occupant fatalities than other counties, and enough sites 
      were provided in the remaining counties to provide reliable estimates of their belt use. The result was 
      a design with 140 sites overall.

3.  Specific road segments were selected, within stratum within county, by randomly selecting from all 
      segments in the county-stratum. The list of all segments for all strata except Local Roads was provided 
      by the State. Those data included segment DVMT, and segments were selected with probabilities 
      proportional to their DVMT. The list of Local Roads was provided by NHTSA from the Tiger database, 
      class S1400, described as local neighborhood roads, rural roads, and city streets and excluding all 
      primary and secondary roads. These did not have DVMT values; segments for surveying were selected 
      with probabilities proportional to their segment length. In all cases, we selected segments to survey 
      and alternate segments to be used in case the primary segments were unsuitable.

4.  Belt use estimation procedures and computations were developed which reflected the design and 
      NHTSA reliability requirements; the result was an Excel spreadsheet.

5.  Procedures were developed for data collection, validation, and quality control that are consistent with 
      NHTSA requirements and similar to past practices in the State.
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TABLE 2
15 Counties, 

Ordered by 
Passenger 

Vehicle 
Occupant 
Fatalities,

2010-2014

See Appendix D for a more in-depth explanation of the design and its development. Two tables are included 
here and in the appendix. Table 2 provides key information about Arizona counties, the number of passenger 
vehicle occupant fatalities (as opposed to all traffic fatalities) on which county selection was based, the daily 
vehicle miles traveled (DVMT), the amount of travel in the counties, and key elements in the formulas for 
computing statewide belt use.



Table 3 summarizes the following: 
 •  Survey design;
 •  Listing for each of the eight survey counties and five road type strata; 
 •  Total number of road segments in the county-stratum;
 •  DVMT, and 
 •  Number of segments to be sampled for belt use observation.

TABLE 3
Roadway 

Functional Strata 
by County: Road 

Segments, DVMT, 
and Proposed 

Sample Size
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Segment Selection
The segments to be used as seat belt use observation sites were selected using a probability proportional to size 
(PPS) procedure, with segment DVMT as the “size” for all road types except for Local Roads, which lacked DVMT 
measures (actual length was the designated “size” for these segments).

Twice the required numbers of Collectors and larger road strata were selected in order to provide for the necessary 
sample and an equal number of alternates, or “spares”. Because of limitations in the Tiger database, for Local 
Roads, 20 segments per county were selected to allow additional screening.

The result of this effort was a preliminary list of 140 segments to be observed and an additional 238 “spare” 
segments available for use should a primary segment be unsuitable. For the 2013 survey, the first conducted with 
this design, a total of 20 of the primary segments needed replacement. The 140 segments used in that survey have 
been used in the 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 surveys. In 2018, resampling of the sites were done in eight counties 
which included 140 new sites. The final list of the new 140 segments (sites) is provided in Appendix A.

Site Selection
Prior to actual data collection in 2018, specific locations for data observations were selected and the direction of 
traffic flow to be observed was randomly determined.

Sites were selected for both observer and overall traffic safety, such that the observer would
have a clear view of the vehicles to be coded.

9
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Observers
Observers were experienced in conducting seat belt observations and were trained 
by PRG.  Each observer had conducted hundreds of observations prior to observing 
in Arizona. These observers performed all field data collection. Prior to any data 
collection, they received approximately one day of training on the specifics related 
to Arizona’s data collection, a combination of classroom instruction and roadside 
practice.

Scheduling
Observations were conducted on all days of the week during daylight hours 
between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Clusters of five or six sites from a single county 
were scheduled daily for each observer. Clusters were selected and scheduled 
to provide balance across time of day and day of week for counties and road 
functional strata. Observation time periods were exactly 60 minutes long.

Data Collection
Data collection was done according to the instructions in Appendix B using the 
observation data collection form in Appendix C. A field coordinator from PRG 
answered any questions observers raised during their data collection. Additionally, 
there was one supervisor/monitor who conducted at least eight random, 
unannounced observation site visits to ensure that each observer was at 
the right location and observing at the scheduled time. 



Data Review
Data was reviewed as received and entered into an Excel spreadsheet for analysis. Approximately 0.1 percent of 
observations were of “unknown” belt use, well within NHTSA’s 10 percent criterion.

All sites were observed according to the schedule, resulting in successful data collection at all 140 sites.

Calculation of Overall Seat Belt Usage Rate
Belt use was calculated according to the formulas shown in Appendix D. Four steps were involved:

Estimates of occupant subgroup belt use (drivers, passengers, drivers of pickup trucks, males/females, etc.) have 
been calculated in the same way. Those estimates are not required to be provided to NHTSA but are provided in 
this report, as they allow the State to assess the effectiveness of targeted belt use programs and identify subsets 
of the driving population who may benefit most from additional highway safety program efforts to increase belt 
use.

The standard error rate was estimated through a jackknife approach. The 95 percent confidence interval was also 
calculated and is reported for the overall statewide seat belt use rate.
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1.  Calculate the belt use rate for each site, i.e., the number of belted occupants divided by the total number 
      of occupants for whom belt use was coded.
2.  Combine belt use rates for the sites within each county-road stratum combination to obtain an overall 
      belt use rate for the county-stratum.
3.  For each county, combine the belt use rates across the four or five road strata to obtain an overall county 
      belt use rate.
4.  Combine the belt use rates for the eight counties to obtain the statewide belt use rate.
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SEAT BELT/HELMET USE SURVEY – 2018

Background and Purpose
This study is being conducted for the Governor’s Office of Highway Safety to determine the use of safety 
belts in Arizona and is being conducted as part of the State and Community Highway Safety Grant Program 
which was enacted by the Highway Safety Act of 1966.

During this study roadside observations will be collected at a total of 140 randomly pre-selected locations in 
Arizona. Among the areas where observations are being conducted are the following eight counties, which 
represent over 90 percent of the State’s roadway traffic:

Cochise County   Coconino County 
Maricopa County  Mohave County 
Navajo County  Pima County 
Pinal County   Yavapai County 

During this study the following information will collected about the passenger vehicles which are observed 
at the 140 pre-selected locations.

 

Each of the 140 sites will be observed for a period of one hour, and all the observations will be collected 
between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. when there is sufficient natural light to permit clear vision into vehicles. Data 
collection will be conducted according to a pre-set schedule which specifies where, what roadway and 
direction of traffic, time of day, and day of week.

The data collection segment of this project will be conducted in September and October 2018.

Appendix B: Field Observer 
Instruction Manual

 •  Passenger Motor Vehicles – For the purpose of this study passenger motor vehicles are defined 
                     as passenger cars, pickup trucks, sport utility vehicles, and vans less than 10,000 lbs GVWR.  
                     They may be private, public, or commercial. The information which will be recorded on  
                      passenger motor vehicles is: 
                                      1.  The use of seat belts by drivers and front seat outboard passengers, 
                                      2.  The use of a (hand-held or hands-free) telephone by the driver.

B-1
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Field Observer Responsibilities 
All field observers on this project will be thoroughly trained on all the specific activities they are required to 
conduct. Each observer will have the following responsibilities:

All field observers will report to the Field Coordinator who will work closely with them throughout the survey. 
Whenever a field observer is unsure about a procedure or action to be taken, and adequate instructions 
cannot be found in this manual, the issue is to be discussed with the coordinator immediately.

Observer Materials 
Each observer will have the following materials for use of this project:

 •  Two cover letters. A copy of a letter which was sent to police and sheriff’s departments in the 
                      communities where the observations are being conducted, and a letter of authorization explaining 
                      the study and its purpose to anyone interested in knowing.
 •  Daily observation packets. An assignment sheet detailing the locations where the observations will 
                     be conducted each day accompanied by Observation Forms for each selected site and a map for 
                     each selected site. The Observation Forms for each site contain enough space to record data on 210 
                     vehicles. Should the number of vehicles observed at a site exceed 210 and time has not expired, 
                     continue to observe, recording on blank Observation Forms which are also in your packet.
 •  A safety vest to be worn at all times while conducting observations
 •  A wide-brimmed hat
 •  Bottled water
 •  A tote bag
 •  A name tag
 •  A clipboard
 •  Pencils

Field Observation Techniques 
This section provides a review of basic field observation techniques. All field observers must be proficient in the 
application of these techniques.
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1.  Attending and successfully completing an initial training session
2.  Accurately following the prescribed procedures to complete all necessary observations for each vehicle
3.  Maintaining daily time reports and other administrative documents required by the survey supervisor
4.  Maintaining data collection records in an accurate and complete manner
5.  Meeting all established quality control and performance standards
6.  Committing your time and effort for the duration of the project
7.  Reporting your daily site counts to your supervisor on a daily basis
8.  Being safety conscious– safety first, for yourself and passing traffic.

1.  If for some unexpected reason you are not able to be at your assigned observation site at the assigned 
     time, you must immediately contact your supervisor to alert them of the situation. Observe-the-observer 
     spot checks will be conducted throughout this project so it is very important that you report this 
     occurrence to your supervisor.
2.  If observations cannot be conducted at an assigned site at the assigned time due to inclement weather, 
      construction, an accident, or other safety or traffic problem you must immediately contact your 
      supervisor to alert them of the situation.



 •  The following items are pre-coded on each Observation Form – site code, specific observation  
                     site, direction of traffic to be observed, and observation number. The specific date and start time of 
                     the observation are specified on your schedule and must be filled in by the field observer – date 
                     (day/month), day of week, and start time.

 •  Qualifying vehicles include passenger automobiles, pickup trucks, recreational vehicles, jeeps, and 
                     vans (private, public and commercial) less than 10,000 lbs GVWR. Pickup trucks should be coded 
                     as “trucks”. Jeeps, Broncos, Blazers and other vehicles of that type should be coded as sport utility 
                     vehicles (SUVs). Small recreational vehicles that are pickup or van “conversions” should be coded 
                     as a pickup or van. Do not include large trucks or buses. Eligible vehicles should be observed 
                     regardless of the state in which they are registered.

 •  Belt use will be observed for front seat occupants only. Observe and record data for the driver and 
                     passenger in the right front seat. If there is more than one front seat passenger, observe only the 
                     “outside” passenger. Do not record belt use for passengers in the back seat or for a passenger 
                     riding in the middle of the front seat.

 •  If a child is present in the right front seat in a Child Safety Seat, do not record belt use. However, 
                     children riding in the right front seat, regardless of age, who are not in Child Safety Seats should be 
                     observed as any other right front seat passenger. Belt use for children in booster seats should be 
                     recorded.

 •  Each observation period will last for exactly 1 hour.

The following procedures will be used in conducting observations of seat belt use:

1.  As you observe a qualifying vehicle, record the type of vehicle (car, truck, SUV, van), and shoulder 
     restraint use (yes, no, unknown) of the front seat occupants (driver and front seat “outside” 
     passenger only). If there is no qualified passenger (a child in a CSS is not a qualified passenger for 
     belt use observations), leave the passenger fields blank. The final piece of information collected is 
     whether or not the vehicle driver is talking on a cell phone at the time of the observation. Code yes 
     if a cell phone is in use and no if a cell phone is not in use.

2.  Code yes if you observe the shoulder belt properly positioned over the shoulder. If you notice a lap 
      belt in use without a shoulder belt, it should be recorded as no. Only shoulder belts are to be 
      counted. Even if the vehicle likely has no shoulder belts, code the occupant(s) as no.

3.  If the person is using the shoulder belt improperly, e.g., has the shoulder strap under his/her arm or 
      behind the back, this should be recorded as no. If you can’t tell shoulder belt use at all, code 
      unknown.

B-3
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4.  Code motorcycle helmet use, vehicle type “M”, when you can do so without interfering with seat 
      belt use observations. Code yes if a helmet is in place. Code no if there is no helmet or if it is not 
      a motorcycle helmet. Code the motorcycle driver and a passenger, either riding behind the driver 
      or in a sidecar. Code motorcycles in both directions if you can do so without interfering with belt use 
      observation. 
5  In many situations, it will be possible to observe every approaching vehicle. However, if there is too much 
    traffic for you to observe every vehicle, you should determine a reference point up the road. After you 
    have completed coding a vehicle, the next vehicle you should observe is the next vehicle to pass the 
    reference point.
6.  Do not observe if rain, fog, or other inclement weather makes it impossible to do so safely or accurately. 
     If you arrive at a site and it begins to rain, do not collect data in the rain. Find a dry place and wait up to 
    15 minutes to see if the rain stops. If the rain does stop, begin observing again and extend the observation 
    period to make up for the time missed. Otherwise, you will have to contact your supervisor to reschedule 
    the site. (Note: You may continue observations in light fog, drizzle, or mist.)
7.  If more than one data sheet is used, staple the sheets together at the end of the observation period and 
     note the number of sheets used at the top of the first data page.
8.  It may happen that the site you are assigned is seriously compromised due to construction or special 
     activity. If this occurs, you may move one block in either direction on the same street such that you 
     are observing the same stream of traffic that would have normally been observed had there been no 
     obstruction. If moving one block will not solve the problem, then do not conduct the observation. Notify 
     your supervisor; an alternate site will be selected and observed at a future time.

At sites located on local roads, you will need to tally every vehicle passing during the observation period. 
For vehicles whose occupants you are coding for belt or helmet use, they are already noted. For all other 
vehicles, traveling in either direction, including trucks, buses, and all other vehicles not qualifying for belt use 
observation, make a mark in the box at the bottom of the coding sheet.

1.  If the site is temporarily unusable, e.g., due to bad weather or temporary traffic congestion or blockage:
                a.  Inform your supervisor of the problem as soon as practical.
                b.  With your supervisor’s assistance, reschedule the same site to be observed at the same time of 
                     day and day of the week.

2.  If the site cannot be used during this observation schedule, e.g., due to construction:
                a.  Inform your supervisor of the problem as soon as practical.
                b.  With your supervisor’s assistance, schedule an equivalent alternate site to be observed at the 
                     same time of day and day of the week. The alternate site must be in the same county and of the 
                     same roadway type. Your supervisor will provide a specific alternate site to be observed; you may 
                     not simply pick any other roadway to observe.

Traffic volume recording on local road sites:

The following procedures will be used in rescheduling observations of seat belt use:



Appendix C: Arizona Seat Belt/ 
Helmet Observation Form
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Appendix D: Belt Use Survey 
Design and Procedures2

The new design was developed to meet NHTSA’s 2011 updates to the 23 CFR Part 1340 Uniform Criteria for 
State Observational Surveys of Seat Belt Use (Federal Register Vol. 76 No. 63, April 1, 2011, pp. 18042-18059). 
Design development proceeded in five steps:

1.  Eight counties were selected for observations from Arizona’s 15 counties such that their passenger 
      vehicle occupant fatalities totaled more than 85 percent of the State’s total passenger vehicle 
      occupant fatalities in 2006-2010. The selected counties were, in order of occupant fatalities, 
      Maricopa, Pima, Pinal, Yavapai, Coconino, Mojave, Navajo, and Cochise.

2.  Roads were grouped into five strata by combining related functional use classes within each county. 
     The five strata are Interstate or Freeway; Other Principal Arterials; Minor Arterials; Collectors; and 
     Local Roads. Numbers of measurement sites were allocated as evenly as possible across the roadway 
     strata in each county. More measurement sites were allocated in Maricopa and Pima counties, which 
     have much more traffic and passenger vehicle occupant fatalities than other counties, and enough 
     sites were provided in the remaining counties to provide reliable estimates of their belt use. The 
     result was a design with 140 sites overall.

3.  Specific road segments were selected, within stratum within county, by randomly selecting from all 
     segments in the county-stratum. The list of all segments for all strata except Local Roads was 
     provided by the State. Those data included segment DVMT, and segments were selected with 
     probabilities proportional to their DVMT. The list of Local Roads was provided by NHTSA from the 
     Tiger database, class S1400, described as local neighborhood roads, rural roads, and city streets and 
     excluding all primary and secondary roads. These did not have DVMT values; segments for surveying 
     were selected with probabilities proportional to their segment length. In all cases, we selected 
     segments to survey and alternate segments to be used in case the primary segments were 
     unsuitable.

4.  Belt use estimation procedures and computations were developed which reflected the design and 
     NHTSA reliability requirements.

5.  Procedures were developed for data collection, validation, and quality control that are consistent 
     with NHTSA requirements and similar to past practices in the State.

2For more detail, see Seat Belt Use Estimate for Arizona, May 10, 2012, AZ Governor’s Office of Highway Safety and Preusser 
Research Group (approved by NHTSA June 21, 2012).



TABLE D-1
15 Counties, 

Ordered by 
Passenger 

Vehicle 
Occupant 
Fatalities, 

2006-2010

Some details are provided below.

                 1. County Selection
                 Table D-1 below lists Arizona counties, ordered by passenger vehicle fatalities for 2006 – 2010. The 
                 first eight counties account for 86.1 percent of the passenger vehicle occupant fatalities and were 
                 selected for observation. Seven of those counties made up the previous seven-county design.
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2. Road Strata Definition and Distribution
The next step was to determine the distribution of the number of observation sites across counties. The prior design 
called for 170 total sites. In other States, designs with as few as 100-120 sites readily meet the new criterion of a 
standard error of 2.5 percent or less. It was estimated that if the new design included 140 observation locations 
it would be extremely likely to also meet the new reliability criterion. In addition, the slightly smaller design size 
would be correspondingly less expensive for the State to implement. Procedures are described below to address the 
possibility of an initial standard error above the new limit.

Within the state’s comprehensive road segment data, roadways are divided into the 12 FHWA functional classes, 
based on rural/urban area and roadway size and traffic function. All except the local road categories are exhaustive 
listings of Arizona roadways and were used for observation segment selection. 

The local roads in the database were not used as they were a very small sample of all possible local roads. Rather, the 
source of the local road stratum was the NHTSA-supplied Tiger S1400 road segment databases.

Consistent with NHTSA guidelines, local roads in non-MSA (Metropolitan Statistical Area) counties, Cochise and 
Navajo, were excluded. 

The results are shown in Table D-2. Listed for each sample county and road stratum are the numbers of road 
segments, the total DVMT for those strata, and the number of those segments to include in the seat belt use survey. 



Six survey road segments per stratum were included for Maricopa County, which has more than 1/3 of passenger 
vehicle occupant fatalities and more than half the DVMT for the state, along with four segments per stratum for 
Pima County, with more than 1/8 of passenger vehicle occupant fatalities and DVMT for the state. For the remaining 
MSA counties, three segments per stratum, or 15 segments in all, were allocated. For Navajo and Cochise counties, 
four segments to the strata with the greatest DVMT and three segments to the Minor Arterial stratum were 
allocated, again a total of 15 segments in all. 

TABLE D-2
Roadway 

Functional
Strata by 

County: Road 
Segments,
DVMT, and 
Proposed 

Sample Size
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3. Segment and Site Selection

Segment Selection
A sample of roadway segments to be used as seat belt use observation sites was selected. The approach, 
described in detail below, used a probability proportional to size (PPS) procedure, with segment DVMT the 
“size” for all except Local Roads, lacking DVMT measures, for which segment length is the “size”.

For Collectors and larger road strata, twice the required number of road segments were selected, in order 
to provide for the necessary sample and an equal number of alternates, or “spares”. For Local Roads, 20 
segments were selected per county, allowing for the extra step of screening them to keep only valid local 
roads and still leaving enough valid segments for twice the number to be observed.

The detailed steps involved were described in Seat Belt Use Estimate for Arizona, May 10, 2012, AZ 
Governor’s Office of Highway Safety and Preusser Research Group (approved by NHTSA June 21, 2012).

The order of selection was preserved, and the 140 segments first selected were the first targets for use. 
In preparation for the 2013 survey, all sites were inspected; 20 sites were found to be unsuitable for 
data collection and were replaced from the list of alternates. The full list of segments used, in 2013 and 
subsequently, is shown in Appendix B. 

Site Selection
Prior to actual data collection, specific locations for data observations were selected, based on visits to the 
locations, maps, and/or on-line air and ground-level images. It was during this activity that ineligible road 
segments were identified. Also at this time, the direction of traffic travel to be observed was randomly 
chosen.

Sites were selected for observer and traffic safety and such that the observer would have a clear view of 
the vehicles to be coded. Where possible, sites were selected where traffic naturally slows, though that was 
not essential.



4. Seat Belt Rate and Standard Error Calculations

Calculation of Overall Seat Belt Usage Rate
First, estimated rates are calculated for each of the road type strata within each county. 

The general formula for combining observed belt use rates from observation sites on individual segments, for 
a single county-road stratum, is shown in formula 1. It is used when the county-road stratum contains certainty 
segments or for Local Road strata, whose segments are selected based on segment length rather than DVMT. 
The contribution of each segment to the overall county-road stratum rate is proportional to the “size” of the 
segment’s contribution to the entire county-road stratum traffic, i.e., its DVMT, adjusted by the inverse of the 
probability of the segment’s being selected into the sample:

            (1)

where DVMTijk = DVMT for segment k in county-road stratum ij; pijk = the observed seat belt use rate at site
 ijk = Bijk /Oijk , where Bijk = total number of belted occupants (drivers and outboard front-seat passengers) 
observed at the site and Oijk = total number of occupants with known belt use observed at the site; and 
Wijk = the inverse of the probability of segment k’s selection according to the procedures described above.

For all except Local Roads:
 (certainty segments) Wijk = 1.00    or (random segments)  

where N = total number of segments in county-road stratum ij excluding the certainty segments and 
n = number of segments randomly selected after any certainty segments were identified. For Local Road 
segments, their DVMT is estimated from traffic counts conducted during the belt use observation periods.

For Local Roads:
 (certainty segments) Wijk = 1.00    or (random segments)  

where N = total number of segments in county-road stratum ij excluding the certainty segments, 
n = number of segments randomly selected after any certainty segments were identified, and SegLen = length 
of segments in miles. 

In the case where there are no certainty segments in the county-road stratum, formula 1 reduces to the simple 
formula 1a for all strata except Local Roads: 

            (1a)

where i = county, j =stratum, k = site within county-road stratum, nij = number of sites within the county-road 
stratum, and pijk = the observed seat belt use rate at site ijk = Bijk /Oijk , where Bijk = total number of belted 
occupants (drivers and outboard front-seat passengers) observed at the site, and Oijk = total number of 
occupants with known belt use observed at the site.
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Next, county-road stratum seat belt use rates are combined within counties, weighted by the stratum’s relative 
contribution to total county DVMT, to yield a county seat belt use rate pi: 

            (2)

where i = county, j = stratum, DVMTij = DVMT of all roads in stratum j in county i, and pij = seat belt use rate for stratum j 
in county i.

Finally, rates from the eight counties will be combined by weighting them by their total DVMT values:

            (3)

where DVMTi = total DVMT for each county i. Note that all county-road stratum and county DVMT values were taken 
from the statewide HPMS table, HPMS08.

The result is a weighted combination of the individual site seat belt use rates.

Estimates of the belt use of subgroups of occupants, such as drivers, passengers, drivers of pickup trucks, etc., which 
are of particular interest to the state are calculated in the same way. Those estimates are not required to be provided to 
NHTSA.

Calculation of the Standard Error of the Overall Seat Belt Use Rate
Standard error of estimate values are estimated through a jackknife approach, based on the general formula:

            (4)

where        = standard deviation (standard error) of the estimated statewide seat belt use proportion      (equivalent to p 
in the notation of formulas 1-3), n = the number of sites, i.e., 140, and      = the estimated statewide belt use proportion 
with site i excluded from the calculation.

The 95% confidence interval, i.e.,                       , is also calculated and will be reported to NHTSA for the overall statewide 
seat belt use rate.

σ̂96.1ˆ ±p 96

pijTij

)/(
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5. Other Design and Survey Elements

Observers and Observations
Observers are to be hired, trained, and supervised under the authority of the GOHS. These observers perform all field 
data collection under the direction of a supervisor. Prior to any data collection, observers must receive approximately 
one day of training, including classroom and field activities. Training is required for new observers and for experienced 
observers who have had more than 12 months since their last training.

Scheduling
Observations will be conducted on all days of the week during daylight hours between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 
Clusters of five or six sites will be scheduled for one observer on any day. The sites in each county are divided into 
three or more clusters, with road function strata balanced between clusters, and those clusters are scheduled for 
different days of the week, distributed across weekdays and weekend days. Actual day of week assignments will be 
randomly determined.

The first site in any cluster to be observed each day was randomly selected, and the additional sites were assigned in 
an order which provides balance by type of site and time of day while minimizing travel distance and time. For each 
site, the schedule will specify time of day, day of week, roadway to observe, and direction of traffic to observe. 

In all cases, the period of actual seat belt use observation will last exactly 60 minutes and will be required to take place 
within the broader allowable time period. 

Data Collection
Data collection is done according to the instructions in Appendix B. Survey information is recorded on an observation 
data collection form (Appendix C). 

For each passenger vehicle observed, primary responsibility is to code belt use for the driver and outboard front seat 
passenger. Observers are also asked to code, where possible, whether the driver is talking on a cell phone (hand-held 
or hands-free). For local road segments, which were selected based on length, observers also capture total traffic 
volume (both directions) during their sessions. Observers capture belt/helmet use or non-use and also indicate 
attempted observations where use/non-use could not be determined.

6. Quality Control
Quality control monitors conduct random, unannounced visits to at least 10 observation sites for the purpose of 
quality control. The monitor ensures that the observer is in place and making observations during the observation 
period. Where possible, the monitor will remain undetected by the observer.

It is expected that the persons leading the observer training and providing field supervision of the observers also serve 
as quality control monitors.

p̂
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Data Review
Data are reviewed as received, and anomalies are investigated to ensure that the data do not reflect anything other 
than proper on-site seat belt use observations. Possible issues and responses (all are extremely unlikely to occur, in 
our experience):

7. Calculation of Overall Seat Belt Usage Rate
Calculation of seat belt usage rates follows the formulas provided above, using an Excel spreadsheet which has been 
developed. The spreadsheet is used to record the individual vehicle observations, and it performs the calculations of 
the formulas in Section 4 above and also calculates the jackknife estimate of standard error.

The spreadsheet also computes seat belt usage rates for subsets of interest, e.g., drivers alone, passengers alone, 
drivers and/or passengers within vehicle type, roadway functional strata, and counties. These calculations form the 
basis of the results presented in this report.

Statistical Review
The review of the data collection efforts and results, noted above, includes a statistical review of the results before 
any results are reported to NHTSA. The statistical review must confirm that the results meet the criteria for the 
overall proportion of unknown belt use and standard error and ensure that proper adjustments were made in the 
case of data being completely absent for any site(s). 

Standard Error Compliance
NHTSA requires that the standard error for the statewide belt use rate not exceed 2.5%. Should initial data collection 
yield a standard error in excess of the requirement (extremely unlikely), additional data would be collected 
beginning with a preselected number of sites having the fewest observations. New data would be added to existing 
valid data. Additional data would be collected until the criterion was met.

•  Invalid data, such as data obtained at an incorrect location or fabricated, will be discarded and valid data 
    collected.
•  Overall (survey-wide) percentages of “unknown” belt use exceeding NHTSA’s 10% threshold. Additional 
    data will be collected until the appropriate “unknown” rate is within acceptable limits. We will begin by     
    repeating data collection at the 20 percent of schedule clusters with the greatest percentage of 
    unknowns, following the original schedule of time of day and day of week. New data will be added to 
    existing valid data.
•  Sites which produce no usable data. In order of preference: repeat data collection at the original sites 
    unless they are unusable; collect data at suitable substitute sites; and drop the sites from the statewide 
    belt use calculation formulas.
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